
Choose a toy to come to life
and write adjectives to 

describe it.

Draw your toy and write your adjectives around. 
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cuddly

softcheerful

brown

Use your adjectives to write expanded noun phrases. (support on the next page)



Can you choose from the adjectives below to 

complete the expanded noun phrases in these 

sentences? 

The _______ children ate the _______  sandwiches.

The _____ , _____ car drove down the ______ road.

The ____ cookies had come straight out of the oven.

After a _____ , _____ day I couldn’t wait to sink into my _____ , _____ 

bed.

hungry

tiring

winding

terrifying

cosy

shiny

clever

red

hot

long

delicious

soft

hungry delicious



What adventures will you and your toy get up to?

Include verbs and adverbs to describe what you will
do for each activity, eg. We hungrily devoured the delicious 
food. 
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Draw three things you and your toy will do and use a verb and an adverb 
in a sentence for each.



How will your story end?
Write a question you are left 
with to use at the end of your

story.  
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Use the question words to help:

How What Where When Why

Don’t forget to end your sentence with a question mark.
?



Choose a toy to come to life
and write two adjectives to 
describe how it makes you 
feel, eg. shocked, amazed 

What adventures will you and your toy get up to?

Include verbs and adverbs to describe what you will
do each activity, eg. We hungrily devoured the delicious 
food. 

How will your story end?
Write a question you are left 
with to use at the end of your

story.  

Use this weeks activities as a plan to 
write your own Birthday story about a 
magical toy.
Remember to include the features we 
have practised this week. 
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